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ABSTRACT Using the online practices of sex workers as a focal point, this project examines how the public/private dichotomy is governed and complicated within Social Networking Sites (SNS). It concentrates in particular on Facebook and FetLife, arguing that the former functions as a normative public and the latter as a counterpublic due, in part, to the differing regulations each site implements regarding sex work. The project centers on a qualitative study of the rhetorical strategies online sex workers use to self-identify and self-advocate, as well as the tactics they employ to maintain privacy and avoid the phenomenon of “context collapse.” Through the results of this study, I discuss the theoretical and practical implications of end user cyber security tactics, considering the scholarship on digital surveillance and privacy. In addressing these strategies, it underscores the importance of privacy specifically for vulnerable populations of digital publics.

For many Social Networking Site (SNS) users, privacy is desired, but for sex workers, it is a necessity. As a result, sex workers often engage in end user cyber security tactics that illustrate possibilities and challenges for a general population of SNS users. Using the online practices of sex workers as a focal point, this article examines how privacy is governed and complicated within SNS publics. I present a qualitative study of the rhetorical and technological strategies that site users who are involved with or adjacent to sex work communities use to self-identify, as well as the cyber security tactics they employ to maintain privacy and avoid the phenomenon of “context collapse.” I begin by describing the sites used for the study, Facebook and FetLife, and by discussing the affordances and limitations of networked publics and counterpublics, considering each site’s approach to data collection. I then provide a review of the domestic legislation regarding sex work insofar as it relates to offline and online spaces, as well as an analysis of each website’s policy regarding sex work. Through the results of this study, I discuss the theoretical and practical implications of end user cyber security tactics, considering the scholarship on digital surveillance and privacy.

This article makes a dichotomous intervention. First, I expand the conversation surrounding digitally networked publics to distinguish between normative publics and counterpublics. Second, I locate and examine the intersection between online sex work, surveillance, and privacy as it exists within these publics. A great deal of scholarly work has considered the ways in which sex workers manufacture and manage their professional identities; I extend this scholarship to provide a more detailed account of the methods online sex workers use to maintain these identities within and between digitally networked publics. In addressing these strategies, I underscore the importance of privacy specifically for vulnerable populations of digital publics.

Site Description: Facebook and FetLife
Individuals involved in online sex work typically maintain multiple profiles across social networking platforms, apart from those specifically dedicated to sex work, for both personal and professional reasons. In this section, I provide an in-depth analysis of the sites Facebook and FetLife in terms of their approaches to data collection and the ways in which they regulate and limit expression regarding sex work. These sites represent disparate policies and popularity amongst users, and surveys distributed to users through each platform provided a productive variation in results.

Bridging multiple social circles, Facebook is an SNS that encourages its users to connect with family members, friends, and acquaintances from different stages and circles in the user’s life. During registration, Facebook requires users to sign up with “the name they go by in everyday life,” and, in tension with that requirement, then clarifies that it should be a name that also appears on the user’s official ID (e.g. a driver’s license, passport, etc.). In 2011, Facebook introduced its “Timeline” feature, and switched from what José van Dijck identifies as a database model to that of a narrative model by encouraging users to fill in personal details to construct their own unique stories. Christian Fuchs further observes that, employing web 2.0 surveillance tactics, the site then uses this data to “[tailor] advertisements to the consumption interests of the users.” Demanding information and authenticity from its users, Facebook operates by transforming public identities into marketable data.

Proclaiming itself to be “like Facebook, but run by kinksters like you and me,” FetLife is an SNS centered on the expression of user sexuality. FetLife is openly geared towards participants in the BDSM lifestyle, but sets itself apart from dating sites by encouraging platonic and community-driven connections, as well as romantic and sexual ones. FetLife does not require users to provide their “real names.” In fact, it claims, “some people don’t mind you using their full real name and others don’t want you to even use their first name,” and encourages users to respect others’ levels of comfort. Unlike Facebook, FetLife did not fully switch over to the “narrative model” indicated by Van Dijck, and it still functions very much as a database. Though the site presents the user with advertisements, these are typically randomized materials from the site’s sponsors rather than content catered to the user through a series of algorithms. Though similar in structure, these sites operate as inherently different publics due to their disparate approaches to surveillance and data collection and to the adaptation of federal prostitution legislation into site policy.

**Networked Publics and Counterpublics**

The theoretical framework of networked publics and counterpublics serves as a helpful tool for understanding the meaningful differences between these two sites. Michael Warner explains that a public is formed “by the virtue of being addressed” by an external factor, such as a speaker, a performance, or even a text, and the web of discourse it incites. In the case of SNS, sites and the networks they constitute hail users in subjectivity. danah boyd further defines networked publics as “publics that are restructured by networked technology,” and states that they allow users to create a public or semi-public profile, articulate a list of connections, and interact with other members of the system. While meeting the same qualifications as a traditional public, digitally networked publics operate as a specific subset of the category that adhere to their own structural rules.

Just as in non-digital publics, subjects of digitally networked publics employ various rhetorical tactics to appropriately navigate, express themselves, and interact with other members of the public. Speaking to a phenomenon they call “context collapse,” which occurs when an audience of real, potential, and imagined viewers from various social circles of the user’s life overlap, Marwick and boyd note that users in networked publics
rely on tactics such as “impression management,” “self monitoring,” and shifts in self-presentation in order to construct their identity in a way to cater to the expectations of each all at once.\footnote{Van Dijck observes, however, that because these sites are typically structured in a way that calls for an authentic identity across all platforms, maintaining separate identities on each is a challenge.\footnote{Because counterpublics are actively in conflict with normative publics and strive to set themselves apart from the limits of such, the privacy of their members is imperative, thus complicating Van Dijck’s conjecture that digitally networked publics will consistently attempt to cohere their users’ identities between platforms.}}

While both Facebook and FetLife function as networked publics in which users rely on these methods to avoid context collapse, the types of publics hailed dictate the extent to which users must employ such methods. Warner explains that, while counterpublics meet the same criteria as publics, they are also conceptually dissimilar by merit of the facts that are “formed by their conflict with the norms and contexts of their cultural environment.”\footnote{Facebook and FetLife operate as disparate publics. Jansson et al. note, “No longer do we have one major national public sphere (cf. Habermas 1989); rather, with the emergence of social media the mediatized public sphere has become splintered into numerous smaller public spheres.”\footnote{Not only does Facebook function as a normative public sphere and FetLife as a counterpublic sphere due to each site’s purpose (i.e. Facebook as a place to connect with friends and family and FetLife as a space to meet other members of the kink community), but they also differ in relation to their conduct regarding data collection and surveillance. In defining surveillance capitalism, Zuboff explains that it monetizes data obtained through surveillance.\footnote{Facebook adheres to this model because, as Fuchs observes, “it stores, compares, assesses and sells the personal data and usage behaviour of several 100 million users.”\footnote{As a result, the power dynamic between the site and its members is unidirectional; by creating an account with Facebook, the user agrees to part with their data for the company’s profit.}}

If this system is the norm, then FetLife, as a counterpublic, acts in conflict to it. It does so first through its refusal to collect accurate data about its members, thus providing them with an extra layer of protection against context collapse. Second, it does so through its privacy policy, which claims to only share personal information with “certain trusted third parties to perform functions and provide services to [the site] . . . but only to the extent necessary to perform these functions and provide such services.”\footnote{The policy goes on to state (from the perspective of the site managers), “Our personal information is on FetLife as well, we would never use companies that don’t share a similar privacy philosophy as us.”\footnote{While FetLife does not elaborate on these third parties, it makes a rhetorical effort to establish itself as separate from surveillance-based publics both through its claim to data collection as intrinsic to functionality and through its managers’ self-identification with the site’s members. The distinction between Facebook and FetLife as publics is further defined in each site’s implementation of domestic sex work legislation within their policies.}}

**Domestic Sex Work Legislation and Site Policy**

Enforcing legislation within online arenas is a tricky situation at best, and legislation pertaining to sex work is no exception. Here, I will broadly outline United States prostitution regulation before delving into the nuances of this type of labor and discussing how each SNS addresses it. Within the US legal system, sex work is regulated on a state-by-state basis. With the exception of eleven counties in Nevada in which it is legalized (a
labor status that comes with its own set of rules and limitations), it is criminalized to varying degrees across the nation. Legally, sex work is framed as “prostitution” as a means of differentiating it from human trafficking, which extends beyond the sex trade and encompasses all forms of enforced labor, including that performed by “domestic, agriculture, and sweatshop workers.” The United States Department of Justice further defines prostitution as “a sexual act or contact with another person in return for giving or receiving a fee or a thing of value,” but these laws also tend to also encompass pimping, pandering, and commercial sex, or sexual acts either consensually or coercively exchanged for capital. Though this definition is applicable to most types of sex work, it is disproportionately enforced in the street-based sector.

The conflation of sex work and human trafficking in the legislative sphere has detrimental effects on the community, especially in the online sector. In April 2018, U.S. politicians signed both the Allow States and Victims to Fight Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) and the Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) into law. Despite the well-intentioned rhetoric of the legislation’s nomenclature to prevent human trafficking, it is clear that FOSTA and SESTA are less concerned with the righteous defense of the archetypical female victim and more focused on limiting both the protections, operations, and rights of those who intentionally and willingly engage in sex work, and more broadly, the freedom and neutrality of the Internet. First, there are already substantial legislative provisions that oppose human trafficking in the United States, namely the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act, and these new bills do little to further their scope of this protection. Additionally, before the bills were even signed, mainstream news sources were quick to report that federal authorities succeeded in seizing and taking down Backpage—a site that many sex workers used for advertising. By reducing the more popular sites through which sex workers connect with their clients, this legislation reduces the chances of authorities locating victims of human trafficking due to the erasure of sexually explicit ads while simultaneously forcing professional sex workers to either promote their services on more illicit sites or return to street-based options. In part due to this continued legislative focus on online spaces, SNS platforms adjust their policies to adhere to the law.

Facebook is clear and direct in its restrictions pertaining to online sex work. Many of its restrictions relate directly to United States law; however, some take an extra step to prohibit online sex work that is not strictly illegal (e.g. prohibiting advertising for users not in the United States, banning content that does not fall under US prostitution law, etc.). Echoing the concerns of sex work abolitionists and human trafficking legislation, it explicitly prohibits users from posting sexual content involving minors. It also removes content involving sexual violence and pornography, which is arguably in line with United States Code 18, section 1460–2252C. However, it also goes as far as prohibiting the sharing of content containing nudity and “descriptions of sexual acts that go into vivid detail,” content which typically is not strictly prohibited on sites that do not cater to minors. Most relevantly, Facebook bans both prostitution and the solicitation of escort services. In doing so, it constructs a blanket of censorship over all forms of online sex work.

Like Facebook, FetLife complies with United States law regarding prostitution (despite being owned by the Canadian company, BitLove), but it allows users to engage in other forms of online sex work. Its Terms of Use explicitly state that the site does not allow users to “solicit or sell any kind of sex for hire.” However, in strict contrast to Facebook’s policy, it does allow users to post explicit sexual content (e.g. amateur pornographic photos and videos, erotic writing, etc.) as long as the participants are eighteen or older. Moreover, it says nothing about escort services and even permits users to create groups
to explicitly “post the schedule, price list or phone number of a phone sex operator, professional Dominant or professional submissive,” though it does not allow such information to be “publicly” posted beyond these groups. In doing so, FetLife constructs itself as a more welcoming space for those involved in online sex work.

Online Sex Work

Beginning in the 1990s, the majority of sex work began to transition rapidly from the streets to the Internet. Drucker and Nieri report a 50% growth in the online sector of the sex work industry between the years 1998 and 2008, and it has only expanded since then. As a result, the scholarship on sex work has adapted to address the unique issues that arise with this shift. Earlier work on the subject has the tendency to treat sex work as inherently and inescapably violent, patriarchal, and coercive. However, Comte notes that coercive and trafficking practices “constitute only a small portion of the reality of sex work,” and Weitzer claims that such a perspective “denies workers’ agency.” Similarly, Walby acknowledges that the rise of online sex work requires workers to perform more affective labor (e.g. the “girlfriend experience”), but also provides them with greater affective and emotional rewards. Centering the agency of the sex worker, I provide a review of the literature in this section that encompasses the distinctions between the different forms of online sex work, the subject positions of those in the industry other than that of the female worker, the safety and social benefits of using the Internet to conduct or mediate this form of labor, and the strategies that these workers use to avoid the risks common to this environment.

The online sex work industry has many different facets. It is typically categorized as a form of indoor sex work (as opposed to the more traditional street-based work), but this broader category also includes brothel workers, call girls, and bar hustlers. Jones further distinguishes between two types of online sex work. The first involves “the use of the Internet to actually deliver a service.” This labor includes webcam modeling, phone sex, and virtual reality experiences. The second type refers to “the use of the Internet to market sexual services that are delivered in physical space.” Most commonly, workers in this category use the Internet to facilitate eventual in-person interactions (e.g. by marketing services, screening clients, making appointments, etc.). Although workers in the first category face fewer legal risks than those in the second as the services they provide are not typically illegal, privacy is crucial for both groups as they move between digital publics both for the protection of their other identities and jobs and also for their safety.

With the rise of online sex work, researchers have also broadened the scope of the field’s focus to account for the experiences of others in the industry apart from female sex workers, on whom most of the literature was originally concentrated. For instance, Holt and Blevins consider the digital discourse and communities available to clients of sex workers. Additionally, in the realm of male sex work, Pruitt provides a review of escort ads, Blackwell and Dziegielewski discuss the health risks specific to these individuals in the industry, and McLean considers the networks available to male sex workers in Australia. Moreover, claiming that the “literature on online sex work … has been restricted by society’s binary logic of gender,” Jones advocates for further research regarding the situation particular to transgender workers. Keeping this suggestion in mind, I developed my survey with an open-ended question about participant gender in order to consider representatives from across the spectrum.

Sex workers report many benefits to conducting their business online. These include finding greater enjoyment in the work, the ability to reach a wider audience at a lower cost, and the ability to screen clients before engaging in business with them through
search engines and both digitally mediated and word-of-mouth exchanges with other sex workers. Furthermore, although online sex work contains its own range of high-risk scenarios, from outcalls with strangers to unsafe sex practices, the threat of violence and arrest is considerably lower in this segment of the industry. The Internet also offers opportunities for online sex workers to network with one another and share their experiences. McLean’s study suggests that while many male sex workers are resistant to forming these networks, there are “potential benefits of associating with others on the basis of shared experience.” In her research on webcam models, Jones examines how these workers use online discussion boards to provide new models with information about the risks and rewards of the job and advice to models who encounter work-related dangers, such as doxing, capping, and harassment. Addressing the politics of the work, Feldman’s analysis of the blog Bound, Not Gagged depicts how these sex worker community networks can develop into activist groups intent on distributing information and enacting policy change. Online spaces, however, come with risks as well as benefits.

Online sex workers face external and internal threats in the profession. Law enforcement agencies have myriad techniques for locating individual online sex workers. For instance, “classy website[s] with alluring photos and skillfully written ads,” phishing software, or large sums of money deposited in PayPal accounts might draw police attention. Bass’s interviewees report a number of tactics they use to detect undercover police and avoid arrest, including deploying a waiting period before meeting with new clients, requiring clients to cross state lines, and even offering free sessions to known police officers. Next, although, as Sanders indicates, sex workers use identity management techniques to separate their work from their personal lives (e.g. exclusion of certain sex acts, use of condoms, performing a specific sexual role, and preventing emotional intimacy with clients), McLean states that these is still an observable “negative impact of engagement in commercial sex upon the private sex lives” of these workers. Finally, Jones notes that online sex workers are still at risk of verbal and physical harassment from clients and asks, “Will individual workers’ ability to use technology affect their ability to protect themselves?” My study addresses this question by locating and examining the specific rhetorical and technological strategies that online sex workers use to protect themselves in these diverse digital publics.

Method

A queer methodology is valuable for this type of work due to its theoretical and ethical investments. Brim and Ghaziani write, “queer social research methods question the origins and effects of concepts and categories rather than reify them in an allegedly generalizable variable-oriented paradigm, because these categories do not always align with lived experiences.” In this study, I question and challenge the normative, neoliberal narratives perpetuated by the surveillance-oriented agendas of web 2.0 social networking sites. My participants’ lived experiences offer productive outlets for intervening in this ideology. Queer methodologies also foreground an ethical researcher-participant dynamic. Drawing on the methods presented by both queer theory and rhetoric scholars, Dadas outlines an ethical approach to entering various online public and semi-public spaces, maintaining transparency in terms of both one’s identity as a researcher and the details of the study, and distributing surveys in a way that ensures the subjects’ knowledge and willingness to participate. Jones takes this claim a step further in her chapter on queer methodology and sex work, advocating for autoethnography in queer methodology especially as it pertains to sex work research. Throughout conducting this research, I maintained transparency regarding my subject position as a researcher and a member of these digital publics.
Beyond a queer methodology, I also draw on previous research regarding online sex work to present and discuss my results. Jenkins claims, “Internet technology can offer an opportunity to extend the scope of sex work research into new territories by providing a platform for the voices of people working in areas of the industry about which little is known.” Through the technological slant of this study, I examine the “new territory” of online privacy practices used by sex workers in digital publics. Following McLean’s lead, I use a qualitative approach to data collection and analysis “as it [is] considered to be effective in identifying nuanced and detailed information concerning the highly personal experiences of this group.” I ensured that my survey questions were open-ended in order to be receptive to this nuance. This is especially relevant to my demographic question about participant gender as, drawing on Jones’s observation regarding the underrepresentation of transgender workers’ experiences in the literature, I find it important to reintegrate these voices.

In order to recruit participants for this study, I began by emailing the moderators of four popular Facebook groups. I introduced myself, stated my intentions as a researcher, and asked permission to distribute my survey on their sites. Of these, the Sex Workers Outreach Project USA (SWOP-USA) group responded and maintained contact. After receiving Institutional Review Board approval for the project, I worked further with my contact from SWOP-USA to ensure that my approach to working with this community was ethical, clear, and respectful. Following Dadas’s emphasis on ensuring the subject’s knowledge and willingness to participate, I both requested consent through the participation script on the landing page of the survey and included an additional question that gave the participant the option to either grant me consent to quote their survey responses verbatim or only allow me to use their data in aggregate. After approving my survey questions, my SWOP-USA contact distributed the survey through their SNS networks.

I contacted the FetLife administrative staff with the same request. After receiving Institutional Review Board approval, composing a formal project proposal, and developing a profile on the site, I received permission to distribute a link to the offsite survey on my profile and through specific boards. Due to the sensitive nature of the site, anonymity is valued highly in the FetLife community. In order to gain the trust of the site users and maintain the level of transparency for which Dadas advocates as well as the autoethnographic intervention suggested by Jones, I posted my legal name, my role as a researcher, and my involvement in the FetLife community on my profile, as well as the approved post and link to the survey. I then contacted the moderators of six boards, and received permission to post from the moderator of a popular group page. I introduced myself in the group (using both my legal name and username), provided information about the study, and distributed the link on this board.

The sample included adult individuals who identify as within or adjacent to professional BDSM and/or sex work communities. The survey was open for six months between October 2017 and April 2018, and twenty-five participants responded. Participants were recruited from the groups and pages on the aforementioned sites. Partial responses were recorded, since not all participants responded to every question. I did not record any identifying information (e.g., legal name, pseudonym, IP address) from survey participants, so the locations of many of the participants are unclear (i.e., they could be situated beyond the United States). Participants were not compensated for their participation.

I gathered data on the following categories. With regard to demographic information, I asked for participant age, identity as a sex worker, and gender identity. In terms of involvement in digital publics and privacy tactics, I asked which networking sites these participants typically use for personal and professional reasons, whether or not they take
additional precautions in maintaining their privacy and anonymity across social networking platforms, and the language they use to discuss their experiences online. Due to the relatively small sample size, it is impossible to make generalizations about online sex workers as population from the results of this study. However, my study offers new qualitative data about the privacy practices these participants employ upon which further research can be founded.

The survey reflected a wide variety of demographics in terms of participant response. Participant ages ranged from 20 to 71 with a mean of 36. In terms of gender identity, eleven participants identified as female, eight identified as male, four identified as transgender or genderqueer, one identified as intersex (IS), and two did not respond. I asked whether or not the participant identified as a sex worker. Seventeen responded, “Yes,” five responded, “Sometimes/It’s Complicated;” one responded, “No,” and two did not respond. The following sections record my findings within the categories of site usage, identity management and context collapse, and surveillance, privacy, and cyber security.

**Site Usage**

The participants were asked two questions about the SNS platforms they used for personal reasons and those they use for discussing sex work. Due to the sites chosen for the survey, it is unsurprising that Facebook and FetLife were the sites most frequently indicated for these uses. Fifteen participants reported that they used Facebook for personal reasons specifically, and nine participants responded that they used FetLife. Some justified their use of social media. One participant stated that she uses “Facebook for interacting with friends/family.” Another explained that she uses Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Tumblr to maintain connections with friends and her community, but does not post content. She also noted, “I also have a FetLife account, I’m a lifestyler.” These initial responses underscore the claim that different communities form within different digital publics; Facebook operates as a space for individuals to connect with friends, family, and those in their local community, and FetLife as a place for those interested in maintaining a kink lifestyle.

The distinction between the two sites is further apparent in the participants’ responses to the question regarding which sites they use to discuss sex work, journal their experiences, and/or support sex workers in a community setting. Eleven participants indicated that they used FetLife, and four stated that they used Facebook. Two participants provided caveats regarding the use of Facebook in this context. One clarified that he uses “secret facebook groups.” Another observed, “Facebook, which pains me – it’s a very insecure platform,” but further remarked that, because of the site’s large user base, she finds it to be a useful avenue for weighing in on the “bad information circulating in sex work communities about how to protect yourself with jerk clients and exploitative streaming platforms.” The anxiety surrounding Facebook’s lack of security due to its surveillance-based model is palpable in these responses. However, the site also acts as a useful platform for sex workers who are involved in the political side of the profession, such as those on which Feldman’s study focuses, to share their views. Jansson et al. observe, “networked communications . . . facilitate an easy and affordable dissemination of information of the kind unlikely to circulate in traditional media.” Because Facebook is a massive SNS that encompasses a diverse range of groups, it allows those interested in spreading information greater opportunities for outreach than a smaller, more homogenous site like FetLife.

Fuchs notes that, with the rise of mass surveillance within a web 2.0 framework, the importance of community building/maintenance and collaborative information production in digital spaces has grown. Although multiple groups can exist within one
digital public, not all digital publics have the infrastructure required to meet the privacy needs of each of their members. Bennett astutely states, “Individuals are arguably placed at risk because of their membership in, or assignment to, certain groups, rather than on the basis of their individual identities and the personal information it generates.” Thus, it is crucial for sex workers, as a vulnerable population who face particular risks on the basis of their membership within this group, to foster communities within digital publics that can provide them with security. For these participants, Facebook exists as a public for them to correspond with “friends/family” outside of their profession, and FetLife—a counterpublic—as a space where they could safely describe their work. These findings are further reflected in the responses regarding identity management and the avoidance of context collapse.

Identity Management and Context Collapse

Identity management is a crucial tactic for sex workers, but it is one that becomes complicated as they operate in digital publics. Building off Hochschild’s research, Sanders observes that sex workers create “manufactured identities” both to protect themselves from the psychological risks of the job and as a business strategy, and McLean, working through Minichiello and Browne, extends this claim to account for the additional sexual safety practices used by male sex workers. The participants in my study detail a series of linguistic methods they use to establish and maintain these manufactured identities on SNS platforms. Drawing on their responses, I extend an analysis of the rhetorical strategies these individuals use to create separate personas within and between digital publics in order to avoid Marwick and boyd’s phenomenon of context collapse.

Eighteen participants stated that they use a pseudonym when engaging in sex work. Two provided caveats, stating “yes, most of the time,” and “shortened form of my real name.” Two others indicated that they use a variety of pseudonyms, explaining, “Yes—multiple names,” and “Yes. One primary, several variations in fact. I would never ever use my real name.” One responded that she did so both to protect her privacy and create a mental barrier (similar to that indicated by Sanders):

Yes, I do. This is for the sake of privacy. My real name is ethnic and therefore unique, and combined with knowledge of what state I’m from, people could find who I am and where I live with minimal effort. This is also for the sake of separating my work from my personal life. Names are largely personal, so having a separate one for sex work helps me mentally separate clients from friends.

Another’s response operated in accordance with Hochschild’s writing on sex work as “surface acting.” He stated, “I use a pseudonym that sounds legitimate. And I DO adopt a persona ... in a sense. It’s akin to an actor who’s playing the role of a prostitute.” A third, who identifies as a transgender male, cited using alternate gender performance as part of his manufactured persona: “Yes, as a sex worker, my persona is a Cisgender Female, with alternative name.” While there are many reasons to use a pseudonym, a unifying thread that runs through these responses is the desire to protect an authentic digital identity.

Bennett describes a panopticon effect on SNS users: “Data subjects’ might not be monitored at any one time, but they would be well advised to behave is if they were.” In response to this form of surveillance, sex workers implement a strategy of identity management as they move between digital publics. I asked the participants about the words and language (e.g. name, job title, mention of sex work) that they use to describe themselves on personal networking sites and the sites the use to discuss sex work. Seven participants stated directly that they use all or part of their legal name on personal
networking sites, such as Facebook, and only two responded that they use a pseudonym on these sites. Conversely, twelve participants reported that they use a pseudonym or handle on sites that they use to discuss sex work, such as FetLife, and only one responded that he uses his real name. In this way, sex workers’ manufactured identities translate directly into digital publics through their use of naming conventions. One participant clarified, “My social orientation is straight, so I function in my personal world in that context . . . I keep my work strictly out of the public spotlight. (I live in the bible belt. Gay sex and prostitution are 2 of the biggest cultural taboos) Among a close circle of trusted friends, I’m pretty open and comfortable with direct references to what I do.” His response suggests that it is not only the corporations or law enforcement that monitor his behavior, but other members of the digital publics who live in his local community.

The participants’ digital identities are further cemented through the language used to talk about their profession on different sites. When discussing their work on sites such as Facebook, many participants emphasized that they refer only to the legal forms, such as pro-domme work (i.e. being paid to assume the dominant role in BDSM play), or else use coded language, such as “escort,” “sexual healer,” “spiritual healing,” “bodywork,” “massage,” etc. to define their labor. Two participants clearly articulated the distinction between publics. One indicated that she uses a legal name and a “vanilla” job title on Facebook, but a pseudonym on FetLife, the site on which she references sex work in her writing and groups. Another noted, “I use my legal name on Facebook and Pinterest and my common scene name on FetLife. My personal FetLife account references and links to my sex work account. My sex work name includes my scene name, so that perspective clients [sic] can vet me in the community,” and further clarified that, on the sites they use to discuss sex work, “I use a pseudonym. I refer to myself directly as a Domme and fetish model and am careful to use language that’s legal.” Although a counterpublic like FetLife is a safer space for sex workers to discuss their labor than a normative public like Facebook, it still operates in accordance with US legislation, and members must be careful to use language that falls within the legal limits.

In describing the digital personae created by user data, Lyon claims, “the data doubles, created as they are from coded categories, are not innocent or innocuous virtual fictions. As they circulate, they serve to open and close doors of opportunity and access.” The participants in this study create multiple data doubles across different SNS platforms. In doing so, they gain access to the opportunities offered by normative publics like Facebook (e.g. connections to friends and family, networks to disseminate information, etc.) as well as those offered by counterpublics such as FetLife (e.g. communication with other sex workers and those in the kink community). In addition to using linguistic and rhetorical strategies to keep these identities separate, participants also indicate a variety of technological methods.

**Surveillance, Privacy, and Cyber Security**

Surveillance is inherent to web 2.0. Members of digital publics are constantly surrendering their data to corporations on a micro and macro level (what Clarke refers to as “dataveillance”), as well as to other members of the publics to which they belong (what Jansson et al. refer to as “interveillance”). Fuchs explains that as companies continue to profit from user data, the lines between these forms of surveillance continue to blur, and Cohen demonstrates that regulations that protect user privacy in online publics are often written to accommodate big data collection. Thus, while many SNS platforms will provide users with privacy settings, which allow members to influence which and how much data is displayed within the public (providing protection on the level of interveillance), the site itself still controls access to the user’s data (further supporting the tendency toward dataveillance). In addition to these overarching issues, sex workers face
the added threats of social stigma, online harassment, and law enforcement. For this vulnerable population, online privacy is a practical rather than theoretical concern. In discussing the options that websites do provide to opt out of targeted ads, Fuchs reminds us, “Not all users have excellent Internet usage skills, which is an aspect of digital inequality.” This observation is reflected in the survey responses as participants indicated a spectrum of privacy practices that require varying levels of technological knowledge and skill to execute.

Fourteen participants responded that they take additional measures to protect their privacy online. Several of them indicated straightforward “cyber hygiene” tactics that require conscious attention but little technological knowledge. Three participants noted that they “avoid crossing photos between identities.” One participant specifically stated that she does not show her face in the pictures that she uses for sex work and does not use these photos elsewhere. This tactic only requires members of digital publics to remember which photos they have uploaded to each public. Another took photo security a step further, blending the digital with the material. She stated that she scrubs EXIF data off all photos before posting them on SNS platforms and uses “costumes, wigs, and makeup” in the photos she uses for sex work. This participant and one other referenced geographical location, claiming that they are careful to avoid providing any information that could reveal where and with whom they live when engaging in online sex work. Because sites like FetLife do not require members to input their location, this procedure is easily executable. One participant additionally remarked, “Deleting emails regularly, leaving the inbox and trash as clean as a whistle.” Although some sites save messages exchanged between members as a form of dataveillance, this provision would help this individual avoid accidental detection on the level of interveillance. Such precautions show an awareness of many of the most common digital threats.

Participants also reported using technologies that require a basic level of knowledge or skill. One participant responded that they use “incognito mode” to communicate with clients and avoid linking their Facebook and Google accounts to their work email and persona. While this prevents information regarding a user’s browsing history, cookies, and logins from being stored, it does not provide full protection from dataveillance as the user may still be visible to websites that they visit, institutions that provide them access, and internet service providers. Five participants marked that they use a different or virtual phone number, and four stated that they used a different or unlinked email. Tools such as these are free and readily available to the public. For instance, Google Voice allows users to acquire a free phone number from any available US city; however, its program policy does state, “Do not use Google Voice to engage in or promote illegal activities.” Though users gain an added layer of privacy, they do so by taking on an added element of risk in breaking the law, violating the site’s Terms of Service, and making themselves more available to Google’s databases. One participant takes these technologies a step further and uses a “burner phone,” thereby acknowledging the importance of using secure hardware as well as secure software.

In addition to these fairly straightforward methods, other more powerful tools are used with a fair amount of frequency. Six participants indicated that they used a VPN, or Virtual Private Network. These tools enable users to send data across public networks, through other computers called “proxies,” without connecting it to their IP addresses. An EFF whitepaper notes that police typically trace IP addresses as a way to solve crimes, often at a great risk to the subject’s privacy. However, privacy tools that prevent this require money and technical skill to implement. One user participant stated that her husband reroutes their browsing, and further clarified that she did not understand this process. Their response indicates that some digital privacy methods, especially those that protect
users against dataveillance, may be inaccessible to users without computational knowledge, and underscores the importance of having a support network in these instances. Participants indicated other cyber security tactics that intervene on the level of dataveillance; however, these were used with somewhat less frequency than or in accordance with a VPN. One participant who uses a VPN also noted using, “IP anonymizers, proxies, firewalls, airgap measures,” but did not explain these tactics further. Another VPN user stated, “I’m just beginning to experiment with crypto currency paymests [sic].” Such measures would protect the user from unwanted intruders accessing their computer and from alerting companies, such as PayPal, and law enforcement to suspicious payments respectively. One participant, who does not use a VPN, reported that they use TOR, a secure browser, and TAILS, an anonymous OS that can be launched from a USB stick or DVD from almost any computer. Again, such practices protect the user from both intrusion and detection, but require a higher level of computational knowledge and skill.

Citing Stalder, Bennett claims, “Privacy is not the ‘antidote to surveillance’ nor was it ever meant to be.” Indeed, for the computer user, perfect privacy is an ever-receding horizon. For vulnerable populations like online sex workers, however, surveillance is not an abstract concern, but a real threat to one’s livelihood, and privacy not a theoretical aim, but a practical necessity. For the participants in this study, privacy begins in public. These individuals consciously discern between digitally networked publics and counterpublics as places where they can and cannot discuss their labor. They then use naming conventions and rhetorical strategies to manufacture and maintain separate identities within each public. In order to further protect themselves from dataveillance and interveillance, they use a variety of cyber security tactics that require varying levels of technological knowledge and skill to implement. Privacy is not an act that happens once but a process that these individuals must repeatedly perform.

Conclusion

In this article, I have extended the scholarship on digitally networked publics to account for normative publics and counterpublics. I have claimed that Facebook operates as a normative public and FetLife as a counterpublic due to their approaches to data collection and implementation of US legislation regarding sex work within their site policies. Building on previous research regarding online sex work, I have offered a new study that considers the ways in which online sex workers use site selection, self presentation, cyber security, and cyber hygiene to establish and maintain manufactured identities within these publics as a means of combating the surveillance inherent to web 2.0.

An obvious limitation to this study is the sample size. Generalizations about a population cannot be made from a sample of twenty-five participants. Using a larger sample, future research should consider the roles that the identity categories of class, race, gender, and sexual orientation play in online sex workers’ approach to privacy. Additional lines of inquiry might also address how surveillance capitalism benefits from this specific population, the ways in which anti–sex work legislation and policy adapt to sex workers’ privacy practices as well as the political implications of examining vulnerable populations within academic studies. By examining the privacy practices of those for whom surveillance is an immediate threat, we can develop a security model that is applicable more broadly to all members of digital publics.
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